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5 AGREEJ.'IENT 
ESTABLISHING  AN  ASSOCIATION 
BETV/EEN  I.IALTA  AND  THE 
EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMMUNITY 
7 THE  GOVERNlmNT  OF  MALTA,  of the  one  part,  and 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES,  of the  other.part, 
DETERMINED  to consolidate and to extend the  economic  and 
commercial relations existing between Malta and the 
European Economic  Community, 
AWARE  of the  importance  of the  harmonious  development  of 
trade  between the  Contracting Parties, 
WHEREAS,  while  observing the  provisions of the  General 
Agreement  on  Tariffs and Trade,  the  object of this 
Agreement  is the  progressive elimination of obstacles to 
trade  between Malta and the European Economic  Community, 
and whereas  it provides that,  eighteen months  before  the 
expiry of the first stage,  negotiations may  be  opened with 
a  view  to  determining the  conditions under which a  customs 
union between Ma~ta and the  Community  could be  established, 
HAVE  DECIDED  to conclude  an  Agree~ent establishing an 
Association between Malta and the  European Economic 
Community,  in accordance  with Article 238 of the  Treaty 
establishing the  European Economic  Community,  and to this 
end have  designated as Plenipotentiaries  : 
8 THE  GOVERNMENT  OF  MALTA: 
Dr.  Giorgio  BORG  OLIVIER, 
Minister of Commonwealth  and 
Foreign Affairs; 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES: 
Mr.  Sigismund von  BRAUN, 
President in  Office of the  Council 
of the European Communities; 
Mr.  Franco Maria MALFATTI, 
President of the Commission 
of the European Communities; 
WHO,  having exchanged their Full Powers,  found  in 
good  and  due  form, 
HAVE  AGREED  UPON  THE  FOLLOWING  PROVISIONS: 
9 ARTICLE  1 
By  this Agreement,  an Association is established 
between  the European Economic  Community  and :Malta. 
ARTICLE  2 
1.  The  aim  of the Agreement  is progressively to 
eliminate  obstacles as regards the main  body  of trade 
between  the  European Economic  Community  and Malta and 
thus to contribute to the  development  of international 
trade. 
2.  The  Agreement  provides for two  successive  stages, 
the first being of five  years'  duration and the  second, 
in principle,  of five  years. 
3.  Negotiations are provided for during the  eighteen 
months preceding the  expiry of the first stage,  with 
a  view to defining the  content of the  second stage, 
providing for a  further elimination of obstacles to 
trade  between  the European Economic  Community  and Malta 
and  the  adoption by Malta of the  Common  Customs  Tariff. 
4.  The  first stage  shall be  governed by the provisions 
set forth hereinafter. 
10 TITLE  I 
ARTICLE  3 
1.  Products originating in Malta,  shall,  on  importation 
into the  Community,  benefit from  the provisions set 
forth in Annex  I. 
2.  Products originating in the  Community  shall,  on 
importation into Malta,  benefit from  the provisions 
set forth in Annex  II. 
3.  The  Contracting Parties shall take all appropriate 
measures,  whether general or particular,  to ensure 
fulfilment  of the  obligations arising out  of the 
Agreement. 
They  shall refrain from  any measure likely to 
jeopardise the achievement  of the  aims  of the Agreement. 
ARTICLE  4 
Any  measure  or practice of an  internal fiscal 
nature establishing,  whether directly or indirectly, 
a  discrimination between  the products  of one  Contracting 
Party and like products originating in the  other 
Contracting Party shall be  forbidden. 
11 12 
ARTICLE  5 
The  rules governing trade applied by Malta to 
products originating in or exported to the Community 
may  not  give rise to any discrimination between the 
Member  States,  or between nationals or companies  of 
these States. 
The  rules governing trade applied by the Community 
to products originating in or exported to Malta may 
not give rise to any discrimination between Maltese 
nationals or companies. 
ARTICLE  6 
To  the  extent that export duties are levied on 
products  of one  Contracting Party exported to the  other 
Contracting Party,  such duties shall not be  higher than 
those applicable to products exported to the most 
favoured third country. 
ARTICLE  7 
The  provisions set forth in the Protocol shall 
determine  the rules of origin to be  applied to the 
products  covered by the Agreement. ARTICLE  8 
1.  If one  of the  Contracting Parties finds  that 
dumping is being practised in its relations with 
the  other Contracting Party,  it may,  following 
consultations within the  Council  of Association,  have 
recourse  to protective measures against  such practices, 
in accordance with the provisions of the Agreement 
relating to the application of Article VI  of the  General 
Agreement  on  Tariffs and Trade. 
In case  of urgency,  such Contracting Party may, 
after having informed the  Council  of Association,  take 
the provisional measures provided for in the said 
Agreement.  Consultations shall be  held on  such measures 
not later than two  weeks  after their implementation. 
2.  In the  event  of measures being taken against 
drawbacks  and  subsidies,  the Contracting Parties undertake 
to comply with the provisions of Article VI  of the 
General Agreement  on  Tariffs and  Trade. 
3.  Any  dumping practices,  drawbacks  or subsidies 
which have  been ascertained,  and any measures  taken 
against  them,  shall,  at the request  of one  of the 
Contracting Parties,  give rise to consultations within 
the Council of Association at three-monthly intervals. 
13 ARTICLE  9 
Payments  relating to trade  in goods,  and  the  transfer 
of such  payments  to the  Member  State in which  the  creditor is 
resident,  or to Malta,  shall be  free  from  any restrictions, 
to the  extent that such transactions fall within the  provisions 
of this Agreement. 
ARTICLE  10 
1.  If serious disturbances occur in a  sector of Malta's 
economic  activity or  jeopardise  its external financial 
stability,  or if difficulties arise which result in the 
deterioration of the  economic  situation of any area of 
Malta,  Malta may  take  the necessary safeguard measures. 
Such measures  and the  procedures  for applying them 
shall be  notified to the  Council  of Association without 
delay. 
2.  If serious disturbances  occur in a  sector of the 
14 
economic  activity of the  Community  or of one  or more  of 
its Member  States,  or  jeopardise their external financial 
stability,  or if difficulties arise which result in the 
deterioration of the  economic  situation of any area of 
the  Community,  the  Community may  take,  or may  authorise 
the Member  State or States concerned to take,  the 
necessary safeguard measures. Such measures  and  the  procedures  for applying them 
shall be  notified to  the  Council  of Association without 
delay. 
3.  For the  purpose  of implementing paragraphs  1  and 2 
above,  the measures  selected must,  as  a  matter of priority, 
be  such as  would least disturb the  functioning of the 
regime  established by this Agreement.  Such measures  shall 
not exceed the  limits of what  is strictly necessary to 
remedy  the  difficulties that have  arisen. 
4.  Consultations may  be  held within the  Council of 
Association concerning measures  taken pursuant to 
paragraphs  1  and 2. 
ARTICLE  11 
The  provisions  of this Aereement  shall not  preclude 
prohibitions  or restrictions  on  imports,  exports  or goods  in 
transit  justified on  grounds  of  ~blic morality,  public 
policy,  public security,  the  protection of health and life 
of humans,  animals  or plants,  the  protection of national 
treasures  possessing artistic, historic,  or archaeological 
value,  or the  protection of industrial or  commercial  property. 
However,  such  prohibitions or restrictions shall not consti-
tute  a  means  of arbitrary discrimination or a  disguised 
restriction on  trade. 
15 TITLE  II 
GENERAL  AND  FINAL  PROVISIONS• 
ARTICLE  12 
1.  A Council  of Association is hereby established,  which 
shall be  responsible  for  the administration of this 
Agreement  and shall supervise its implementation.  For 
this purpose,  it shall make  recommendations,  and shall 
take  decisions  in the  cases  provided for under Title II. 
2.  The  Contracting Parties shall keep  each other informed 
and,  at the  request  of either Party,  shall hold 
consultations within the  Council of Association with a  view 
to the  proper implementation of this Agreement. 
3.  The  Council of Association shall lay down  its rules 
of procedure  in a  Decision. 
ARTICLE  13 
1.  !he Council  of Association shall consist of the 
16 
members  of the  Council and aembers  of the  Co.aiaaion of 
the  European Ccamunities,  on  the  one  hand,  and of aeabera 
of the  Govern.ent  of Malta,  on  the  other. Members  of the  Council  of Association may  arrange  to 
be  represented,  in accordance  with the  conditions  to be 
laid down  in the  rules  of procedure. 
2.  The  Council  of Association shall take its decisions 
by  common  agreement. 
ARTICLE  14 
1.  The  Council  of Association shall be  presided in turn 
by each of the  Contracting Parties,  in accordance  with 
the  provisions  to  be  adopted in the rules of procedure 
of the  Council of Association. 
2.  Meetings  of the  Council  of Association shall be 
convened  once  a  year by its President. 
The  Council  of Association shall,  in addition,  meet 
whenever  circumstances  so  require,  at the  request  of 
either of the  Contracting Parties,  in accordance with the 
conditions  to  be  laid down  in its rules  of procedure. 
3.  The  Council  of Association may  decide  to set up  any 
committee  that can assist it in the  discharge  of its 
tasks. 
In its rules of procedure,  the  Council of Association 
shall  determine  the  composition and  duties  of such 
committees and how  they shall function. 
17 ARTICLE  15 
This  Agreement  may  be  denounced by either Contracting 
Party,  subject to six months'  notice  in advance  being given. 
ARTICLE  16 
1.  This Agreement  shall apply on  the  one  hand,  to  the 
European territories to which  the  Treaty establishing the 
European Economic  Community  applies,  and,  on  the  other 
hand,  to  the  territory of the Maltese  Islands. 
2.  The  Agreement  shall also apply to the  French Overseas 
Departments  in the  sectors of this Agreement  corresponding 
to those mentioned in Article 227  (2),  first paragraph,  of 
the  Treaty establishing the European Economic  Community. 
The  conditions  governing the  application to the  said 
Departments  of the  provisions of this Agreement  relating 
to other sectors,  shall be  determined at a  later date 
by agreement  between the  Contracting Parties. 
ARTICLE  17 
Annexes  I  and II and the  Protocol shall form  an 
integral part of this Agreement. 
18 ARTICLE  18 
This Agreement  shall come  into force  on  the first 
day  of the month  following the date  on  which  the Contracting 
Parties have notified each other that the necessary 
procedures to this end  have  been  completed. 
ARTICLE  19 
This Agreement  is drawn  up  in duplicate,  in the 
English,  German,  French,  Italian and  Dutch languages,  each 
of these  texts being equally authentic. 
19 IN  WITNESS  WHEREOF,  the undersigned Plenipotentiaries 
have  affixed their signatures below this Agreement. 
ZU  URKUND  DESSEN  haben die unterzeichneten Bevollm!chtigten 
ihre Unterschriften unter dieses Abkommen  gesetzt. 
EN  FOI  DE  QUOI,  lea  pl~nipotentiaires  soussign~s ont  appos~ 
leurs signatures au bas du  pr~sent Accord. 
IN  FEDE  DI  CHE,  i  plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno  apposto 
le loro firme  in calce al presente Accordo. 
TEN  BLIJKE  WAARVAN  de  ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun 
handtekening onder deze  Overeenkomst  hebben gesteld. 
Done  at  Valletta on  this _fifth day _of  December in the year one 
thousand nine hundred  and  seventy. 
Geschehen  zu Valletta am  fUnften Dezember  neunzehnhundertsiebzig. 
Fait a La  Valette,  le cinq  d~cembre mil neuf cent  soixante-dix. 
Fatto a  La  Valletta, il cinque dicembre millenovecentosettanta. 
Gedaan te Valletta,  de  vijfde december negentienhonderdzeventig. 
20 For the  Government  of Malta, 
Im  Namen  der Regierung  Maltas, 
·Pour le Gouvernement  de  Kalte, 
Per il Governo  di Malta, 
Voor  de  Regering van •alta, 
Giorgio  BORG  OLIVIER 
For  the  Council  of the  European  Communities, 
Im  Namen  des  Rates der EuropMischen  Gemeinschaften, 
Pour le Conseil des  Communautes  Europeennes, 
Per il Consiglio delle Comunita  Europee, 
Voor  de  Raad  der  Europese  Gemeenschappen, 
Si  gi  smund  von  BRAUN 
Franco Maria MALFATTI 
Provi  ... tllat tile  C~it;r ehall lie  finel.l;r  ltound  onl;r  after the other Contractinc Part;r  hae  lteen 
notifie• that tile  proceolur .. re'l\lirecl  b;r  tile 'rreat;r  eatablhhin« tile  European Econoaic  C~i  t;r, 
...  ,  ia pazoticv.l.ar,  celleul.tat1011  of the  European Parliaaent,  have  been coapletecl. 
s-e rfeern 1111e  la c~utt!  Ecoaoa11111e  Ellropfenne ne  eera Ufinitiveae11t  encacfe qu'apree 
aet1ficat1• l  l'autre Partie coDtractllllte  cle  l'acc..,.lieeeaent clee  precH\lJ"eB  requine 
par le 'rraiU iaetituant la c-uu  Ecoaoail(\le  Ellropfenne et not-ent la coneultation 
•e l'.UeealiUe. 
Cu ri  ..  rra clle la c-ul  Econoaica Ellrepea earl 4efinitivaaente vincolata eoltanto 
•epe la aetifica all  'altra Parte centraente clell'eepletuente clelle procedure richieste 
dal !rattate clle  iatituiece la C-.nitl Econoaica Ellropea e,  in particolare, dell'avvenuta 
conlllll.tazione •el Parluento Europeo. 
Ollcler  veorllelawcl.  clat  •e Europeee  Econoaieche  Geaeenschap eerst definitief cebollden zal 
ziJD - kltllllieceviq ua de  IIN.ere  OnreenkoaataluiteD4e PartiJ van de  vervulling der 
door llet Yerclrac tot epriclatinc van cle  Ellropeae  Econoaische  Geaeenschap vereiate 
proce•uree, aet ~e  Y&n  de  raadpleginc van laet  Europeee Parleaent. 
21 ANNEX  I 
IMPLEMENTATION  OF  ARTICLE  3  ( 1 )  OF  THE  AGREEMENT 
ARTICLE  1 
Subject to the  special provisions laid down  in Article 
2,  the  customs  duties applicable  on  importation into the 
Community  of products originating in :Malta,  other than 
those falling under Annex  II of the  Treaty establishing the 
European Economic  Community  and  other than those mentioned 
in Lists A and B,of this Annex,  shall be  those  of the  common 
customs tariff reduced by 70%. 
ARTICLE  2 
Within  the limits of annual  Community  tariff quotas, 
the products listed below,  originating in Malta,  shall,  on 
iaportation into the  Community,  benefit from  the  reductions 
in  customs duties provided for in Article  1. 
23 CCT 




Cotton yarn,  not put  up 
for retail sale 
Man-made  fibres,  (discon-
tinuous or waste),  carded, 
combed  or otherwise prepared 
for spinning 
Outer garments,  clothing 
accessories and  other 
articles, knitted or 
crocheted,  not elastic nor 
rubberised 
Men's  and boy's outer 
garments 
ARTICLE  3 
750  tons 
600  tons 
100 tons 
300  tons 
1.  Without prejudice to the levying of a  variable 
element,  determined in accordance  with Articles  6  and 7 
of Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1059/69 laying down  the  trading 
arrangements applying to certain goods  obtained from  the 
processing of agricultural products,  the fixed  element 
levied  on  importation into the  Community  of products 
listed below which  originate in Malta shall be  reduced by 
7fY!o  : 
CCT  Description of goods  Heading 
19.03  M_a.caroni,  spaghetti and  similar products 
19.08  Pastry,  biscuits,  cakes  and other fine 
bakers'  wares,  whether or not  containing 
cocoa in any proportion 
2.  The  provisions of paragraph 1  above  shall be 
applied in accordance  with the  terms  set  out  in Article 4. 
24 ARTICLE  4 
1.  The  rates of the  common  customs tariff duties to be 
taken into consideration for calculating the  reduced 
duties mentioned in Articles 1  and  2  shall be  those 
effectively applied at any given  time vis-a-vis third 
States. 
2.  The  reduced duties,  calculated in accordance with 
the provisions of Articles 1  and  2  shall be  applied by 
approximating to the first lowest decimal point. 
ARTICLE  5 
Products referred to in Articles  1  and 2,  and 
originating in Malta,  shall not,  on  importation into the 
Community,  be  subject to taxes having an effect equivalent 
to customs duties. 
ARTICLE  6 
Should the  date  of entry into force  of the Agreement 
not  coincide with the  beginning of the  calendar year,  the 
quotas referred to in Article  2  shall be  applied "prorata 
temporis"  : 
(i)  for the first year,  as from  the  date  on  which  the 
Agreement  comes  into force; 
(ii) for the last year,  until the date  on  which  the first 
stage expires. 
25 ARTICLE  7 
Products originating in Malta referred to in this 
Annex,  including products mentioned in List A,  may  be 
imported into the  Community  free  of quantitative restrictions. 
This provision shall be  without prejudice to the rules 
governing the  importation of petroleum products. 
ARTICLE  8 
In respect of products referred to in this Annex,  other 
than  those falling under Annex  II of the  Treaty establishing 
the  European  Economic  Community,  the  Community  reserves the 
right,  particularly for the  purpose  of avoiding certain 
distortions  of competition  or the  replacement  of trade  to 
amend  the  system provided for in this Annex,  in the  event  of 
specific regulations being laid down  as a  consequence  of the 
implementation of the  common  agricultural policy. 
In adopting such regulations or amending this system, 
the  Community  shall take  the interests of Malta into account. 
26 relating to products  imported into the  COIIIIIIUI\ity  under specific regulations 
as  a  consequence  of the  illlplemen+.ation of the  common  agricultural  policy, 
and exoluded froa the  treatment provided for in Article  1 
CCT  Heading 
ex  17.04 
18.06 
19.01 






Deecription of Goode 
Other auprs; suss. syrups; artificial honey  (whether or not mixed 
with natural honey);  caramel  1 
A.  Lactose  and lactose syrup  1 
I. containing in the  dry state  9~ or more  by weight  of 
pure  product 
B.  Glucose  and glucose  syrup  : 
I. containing in the  dry state 9~ or more  by weight  of 
pure  product  : 
(a) Glucose  in white crystalline powder,  whether or not 
agglomerated 
(b) Other 
Supr confectionery,  not containing cocoa - excluding liquorice 
extract containing more  than 10!'  by  weight  of sugar,  but not 
containing other added substances 
Chocolate  and other food  preparations containing cocoa 
Malt extract 
Preparations of flour;  starch or malt extract,  of a  kind used as 
infant food or for dietetic or culinary purposes,  containing leas 
than 50!'  by  weight of cocoa 
Tapioca and sago;  tapioca and  sago substitutes obtained  from 
potato or other starches 
Prepared foods  obtained by the  swelling or roasting of cereals  or 
cereal products  (puffed rice,  corn flakes  and similar products) 
Communion  wafers,  empty cachets of a  kind suitable  for  pharma-
ceutical use,  sealing wafers,  rice  paper and similar products 
Bread,  ships'  biscuits and other ordinary bakers•  wares,  not 
containing supr,  honey,  egga,  fats,  cheese  or fruit 
Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes; extracts, 
essences and concentrates thereof - excluding roasted chicory 
and extracts thereof 
Natural yeasts  (active or inactive);  prepared baking powders  : 
A.  Active natural yeasts  : 
II. Yeasts for making bread 
Food  preparations not elsewhere  specified or  included, containing 
sugar,  milk products,  cc.reals  or cereal  products  ( 1) 
( 1)  The  description of goods  concerns  only products which,  on  importation into 
the  Community,  are  subject to the  charges laid down  in the  Common  Customs 
Tariff,  consisting of:  (a) an •ad valorem•  duty,  constituting the  fixed 
element  of such charge;  (b)  a  variable element 
27 28 
CC! 
Head inc  JleooripUCill.  of poila 
JAaanade,  nav011r84  apa -ters 11114  naveure4 urat  .. -ters, 11114  otll.or 
!it~•:!:i~  -;:~if~~ 1not inclliAiac tnu.t 11114  npta~o ,1111c .. falliac 
OX  22.02 
- containinc llilk or llilk fate 
29.04  Ac;rclic alcohole an4 their llalopnatod,  nlphCill.&te4,  nUrato4 or nUroaato4 
briT&tiT  ..  I 
ex )5.01 
c.  PolYt17clric  alcnoloa 
II. !Ianni  tol 
III. Sorbitol 
Caooin,  caooinatoo ant other cauin 4eriT&tinoJ 
llbuaino,  albuainatoo ant other al'buain teriT&tivool 
Ao  llbuain01 
II. Other: 
(a)  ovo-o.l~ ont lacto-o.l'blaina 
1.  Drio4  (in ahooto,  fiakoa,  cr;rotale,  powders, 
etc.) 
2.  Otlt.or 
35.05  Dextrine .... lloxtrill puea1  aolllltl.O  or r ...  to4 atarohoaJ  atarch clue• 
)8.12  Prepared 1lazinp, proparot tr  ..  oinp ant proparot aor4ato,  of a 
kind uood  in tho  textile, paper,  leather or like intutr1oo1 
A. Prepare4 1lazinp ant prepare( troooinp1 
I. With  a  'baoio  of otarch;r oullotancea relatinc to .&rt1ale 
CC!  Headi.nc  Dlacr1pt1an of Goode 
27.10  PetraleUII and ehala aile,  other than crude 1  pre  para  tiona not 
eleawhere  epeo1f1ad or 1nclude4,  conta1n1nc not lese than eavent7 
~! :::c  b~O:!ft!.~i.  ':ir~~=~~tt:n:~•· theee aile beinl 
A,  L1&flt  aile  I 
III, Par other ueee 
B.  •edi\111  oils  1 
III. Par ather uses 
C,  He&VJ'  Oils  I 
I.  Diesel oil  1 
(c) far other uses 
II,  Pual oila1 
(c)  for other usee 
III,  Lubrioatinl and other oils  1 
(o)  for blendinl 1n accordance  with the  conditions set 
out  1n A44i tianal Nota  7  to Chapter 27 
(d)  for other ueaa 
27.11  Petrole1.111  gases and other paaoue eydrocarbons  I 
A,  Propane and butane  1 
III. Por other ueea 
27.12  Petroleua  jelly 1 
A.  Crude  1 
III. Por other usee 
1, Other 
27.1]  Paraffin wax,  aicra-orJBtallina wax,  alack wax,  ozokarita, 
lipite wax,  peat wax  and other aineral wax,  whether or 
not coloura4 1 
1. Other 
I.  Crulle  I 
(a) far a~r  uae 
II.  Other 
27.14  Petrole~• 'llituaan,  patrola\111  coke  an4 other patrolaua 
an4 ehala  oil redtuae  1 
c. Other 
55.09  Other woven  fa'llrice  of cotton 
29 ANNEX  II 
IMPLEMENTATION  OF  ARTICLE  3  ( 2)  OF  THE  AGREEMENT 
ARTICLE  1 
The  customs  duties and taxes having equivalent effect 
applicable  on the  importation into  ~~lta of products 
originating in the  Community,  other than those mentioned in 
Lists A and B to this Annex,  shall be  those  of the Maltese  cus-
toms  tariff reduced by  the  following percentages and according 
to the  following timetable 
Timetable 
On  the  date  of entry into 
force  of the  Agreement 
As  from  the  beginning 
of the  third year 
As  from  the  beginning 
of the fifth year 
ARTICLE  2 




1.  The  tariff system applied by Malta to  products 
originating in the  Community  may  not  be  less favourable 
than that applied to products  originating in the most 
favoured third state. 
2.  Until  the  end of the  fourth year of the  Agreement, 
the  provisions of paragraph  1 shall not  be  applicable  in 
respect of states granted preferential treatment by nmlta 
at the  time  of entry into force  of the  Agreement. 
31 However,  the tariff measures  taken by Malta shall not 
have  the effect of increasing any preference  enjoyed 
by the  states referred to  in the  above  sub-paragraph. 
ARTICLE  3 
1.  The  customs  duties and taxes having equivalent effect 
applicable  on  the  importation into Malta of products 
originating in the  Community  mentioned in List A shall be 
those  of the Maltese  customs :ariff, reduced by  the 
percentages and according to the  timetable  set out  in 
Article  1,  provided that such reductions  do  not  exceed the 
number  of points shown  under each heading in relation to 
the  Maltese  general tariff. 
2.  For the  products mentioned in List B,  no tariff 
reduction shall be  made  during the first stage  of the 
Agreement. 
ARTICLE  4 
1.  The  rates of duties  of the  Maltese  customs tariff to 
32 
be  taken into consideration for the  purpose  of calculating 
the  reduced duties referred to  in Article  1 shall be  those 
of the  Maltese  general tariff effectively applied at any 
given time  vis-a-vis third States.  The  reduced duties 
shall be  applied by approximating to the nearest lower 
decimal point. 2.  In the  event of the  introduction or modification of 
customs  duties in the Maltese  Customs  Tariff,  or of taxes 
having equivalent effect,  the reduction percentages  granted 
to the  Community  pursuant to Article  1 shall remain 
unchanged. 
ARTICLE  5 
1.  Without  prejudice  to the right of Malta to modify the 
duties  in its customs  tariff and the  taxes_ having 
equivalent effect,  and notwithstanding the  provisions  of 
Articles  1  and 4,  and to the  extent that protective 
measures  prove  necessary to meet  the  requirements  of its 
industrialisation and  development,  Malta may  re-introduce, 
increase,  or establish customs  duties.  Such customs 
duties may  not  exceed a  level of 20%  ad valorem,  and in 
certain special and exceptional  cases,  of 25%  ad valorem. 
Such measures may  only be  applied to a  maximum  volume  of 
10%  of the total value  of Maltese  imports  from  the 
Community  during 1969. 
2.  Such measures may  not  be  taken unless  they are 
necessary to protect,  and to further the  development  of, 
any new  processing industry not existing in Malta at the 
time  of entry into force  of the Agreement;  they shall 
only be  applicable  in respect  of a  specific  form  of 
production. 3.  Twelve  months  after the  re-introduction,  increase  or 
establishment of such customs  duties,  Malta shall proceed 
to an annual tariff reduction of  1~  with regard to 
imports  originating in the  Community. 
4.  The  measures referred to in paragraph 1  shall be 
taken after consultations within the  Council  of 
Association.  Such consultations shall take  place at the 
earliest possible  opportunity. 
ARTICLE  6 
Malta shall refrain from  introducing new  quantitative 
restrictions on  the  importation  of products  originating in 
the  Community. 
This  provision shall not affect the regulations applicable 
to the  ioportation of petroleum products. 
The  treatment applied to the  Community  as regards 
quantitative restrictions shall be  at least as  favourable 
as that applied to the most  favoured state. 
ARTICLE  7 
1.  In respect  of products referred to in this Annex 
other than those  falling under Annex  II of the  Treaty 
establishing the  European Economic  Community,  Malta 
reserves  the right,  particularly for the  purpose  of 
avoiding certain distortions of competition or the 
replacement  of trade,  to amend  the  system provided for in 
this Annex,  in the  event  of specific regulations being 
laid down  as a  consequence  of the  implementation of its 
agricultural policy. In adopting such regulations  or amending this system, 
Malta shall take  the  interests of the  Community  into 
account. 
2.  In respect of products referred to  in this Annex 
falling under Annex  II of the  Treaty establishing the 
European Economic  Community,  Malta reserves  the right,  in 
the  event  of the  adoption of regulations,  to amend  the 
system  provided for in this Annex. 
In adopting such regulations or amending this system, 
Malta shall take  the  interests of the  Community  into 
account. 
).  In respect  of products referred to in this Annex 
falling under Annex  II of the  Treaty establishing the 
European Economic  Community,  Malta reserves the right,  in 
the  event  of the  amendment  of its regulations,  to amend 
the  system  provided for in this Annex. 
In amending this system,  Malta shall confer  on 
imports  originating in the  Community  a  benefit comparable 
with that  provided for in this Annex. 
4.  Consultations may  take  place within the  Council  of 
Association with a  view  to  implementing the  provisions  of 
this Article. 
35 relatin« to PariLitl"&'Ph  1 of Article J 
Maltese  Reduction of the General 
Tariff  Description of Goods  Tariff expressed 
Heading  (BTN)  in number of pointe 
17.05  (A}  Liquid soft drink concentrates  10 
(B)  Dry soft drink concentrate•  10 
19.03  Jllacaroni,  apaghetti and aimilar producta  10 
20.02  (B)  Peas and beana,  preserved  ·10• 
20.04  Fruit,  fruit-peel and parte of planta, 
preserved by susar (drained,  glac' or 
crystallised)  10 
20,06  (B)  Prui  t  othenriae prepared or preserved, 
whether or not  containing added sugar 
or apiri  t, in airtight containers, 
other than roasted and  aal  ted nuts 
imported for repacking in llal. ta  10 
20.07  (A)  l"rui  t  juices,  concentrated  10 
21.07  {A)  Ice  cream  10 
!~~and 
Liquid and dry soft drink 
concentrate•  10 
22.01  (B)  Aerated waters  10 
22.02  Lemonade,  flavoured spa waters and 
flavoured aerated waters,  and other 
non-alcoholic beverages,  not including 
fruit and vegetable  juice  a  falling 
within heading No,  20,07  10 
22.05  Wine  of fresh grapes;  grape muat  With 
fermentation arrested by the addition 
of alcohol: 
(A)  Imported in caaka or tanltsl 
( 1)  not exceeding  1~ of alcohol  in 
100 parts by volume  of dutiable 
5/- per bectoli  tre  liquid at 20°  centigrade 
(B)  Imported in bottles1 
(1) Still  5/- per bectoli  tre 
(2)  Sparkling  5/- per bectoli  tre 
22.06  Vermouths,  and other wines  of fresh 
grapes flavoured with aromatic 
extracts: 
(A)  Imported in casks or tanka: 
( 1)  not exceeding 15" of alcohol 
in  100 parts by volume  of 
dutiable liquid at 20• 
centigrade  5/- per bectoli  tre 
(B)  Imported in bottles: 
(1)  Still  5/- per hectolitre 
36 lfalteee 
Tariff 
Heading  (B'rlf) 







26.13  (A) 
33.06  (E) 
43.03 
43.04 
60,03  (A) 
(C) 
Description of Goods 
Other fermented  beverages  (for example: 
cider,  perry and mead) 1 
(A)  Imported in casks or tanks: 
(1)  Not  exceeding 15" of alcohol  in 
100 parte by volume  of dutiable 
liquid at 200  centigrade 
(B)  Imported in bottles: 
(1) Still 
(2) Sparkling 
Ethyl alcohol  or neutral spirits, 
undenatured,  of a  strength of 60i'  or 
higher;  denatured spirits  (including 
ethyl alcohol and neutral spirits) of 
any strength: 
Other 
Spiri  te  (other than those  of heading 
22 .06) ;  liqueurs and other spiri  tuoue 
beverages;  compound  alcoholic prepa-
rations  (known  as  •concentrated extracts  •) 
for the manufacture  of beverages: 
(A)  not  exceeding 200 underproof  by 
Sykes  hydrometer 
(B)  exceeding 20• underproof but not 
exceeding the  strength of proof 
(London Proof) 
(C)  {~:~~Jr!~)trength of proof 
Unmanufactured tobacco;  tobacco refuse 
Portland cement,  ciment fondu,  slag 
cement,  supereulphate  cement  and 
similar hydraulic  cements,  whether or 
not coloured or in the  form  of clinker 
Petroleum and shale oils,  other than 
crude; preparations not elsewhere 
specified or included,  containing not 
lese than 70 per cent by weight of 
petroleum or shale oils,  these oils 
being the basic constituents of the 
pre  para  tiona  1 
(A)  Lubricating oils and greases 
regardless of density 
Carbon  dioxide 
Perfumery,  cosmetics and toilet 
preparations:- Other 
Articles of furskin 
Artificial fur and articles made 
thereof 
WOIIIBn's  stockings  of man-G~B.de 
fibres  in continuous filament 
\Yemen's  stockings of other material 
lleduction of the General 
Tariff expressed 
in number  of pointe 
5/- per hectolitre 
5/- per hectolitre 
5/- per hectolitre 
1/- per litre of 
alcohol content 
1/- per litre 
1/- per litre 
1/- per proof litre 
6  d  per q 
4/- per 1000 kg 
14 




14  • 
14  • 
3? lllaltese  Reduction of the General 
Tariff  Deecription of Goode  Tariff expreeeed 
Heading  (BTN)  in niiBiber  of pointe 
60,05  (A)  Cardigans,  jackets,  pullovers, 
sweaters and the  like  14  • 
61,01  (A)  ~en's trousers,  shorts,  elacks 
and  jeans  14  • 
61,02  Women's,  girle'  and infants'  outer 
garment  a  14  • 
61,03  (A)(i)(1)  Men's shirts,  collar attached  14  • 
(A)(ii)  Boye'  shirts  14  • 
(B)  Pyjamas,  men's  and boye'  14 • 
61,07  (A)  Ties  14 • 
61.09  (A)  Brassiere•  14  • 
64.02  Footwear with outer soles of leather or 
composition leather;  footwear  (other 
than footwear falling within heading 
No.  64.01) with outer soles or rubber 
or artificial plastic material: 
(A)  With uppers of leather and soles 
of any material or with soles of 
leather or composition leather 
and uppers  of other materials: 
(i)  20  em  in length or less  10. 
I  (ii)  26  em  in length or less  10. 
(iii) more  than 26  em  in length  10. 
64.03  Footwear with outer soles of wood 
or cork: 
(A)  Containing leather: 
(i)  20  em  in length or less  10. 
(ii)  26  em  in length or less  10. 
(iii) more  than 26  em  in length  10. 
64.04  J'ootwear with outer solee of other 
uterials: 
(A)  Containing leather: 
(i)  20  em  in length or less  10. 
(ii)  26  em  in length or less  10. 
(iii) more  than 26  em  in length  10.  .  . 
64,05  Parts of footwear  (including uppers, 
insoles and screw-on heels) of any 
materials except metal 
(A)  Uppers  of leather  10 
38 .lal.taaa  Reduction of tha  General 
Tar itt  Deaoription of Goode  Tariff expraaaad 
Heading  (B'rlf)  in number  of pointe 
71.01  Pearle,  unworked  or worked,  but not 
mounted,  eat or strung (except 
ungraded pearla temporarily atrung 
for convenience  of tranaport)  15 
71,02  (B)  Precioue and aemi-precioue atones, 
unworked,  cut or otherwise worked, 
but not mounted,  aet or strung 
(except ungraded atones temporarilY, 
strung for convenience  of transport):-
Other  15 
71,03  (B)  Synthetic or reconstructed precious 
or aemi-pracioue atones,  unworked, 
!~!n~~d~t~:r'~:•  e~~~d~e=!P~ot 
ungraded atones  temporarily strung 
for convenience  of transport) 1-
Other  15 
71.12  Articles of  jewellery and parte 
thereof,  of precious metal or rolled 
precious metal  15 
71.13  Article  a  of goldsmith&'  or silver-
smiths' -rea and parte thereof,  of 
precious metal or rolled precious 
mstal,  other than goods  falling 
within heading No,  71 ,12  15 
71.14  Other articles of precious metal or 
rolled pracioue metal  15 
71.15  Articles consisting of,  or incorpor-
ating,  pearls,  precious  or semi-
precious atones  (natural,  synthetic 
or reconetructed)  15 
83.13  (A)  Crown  corke  of base metal  14  • 
84.12  Air conditioning machines,  self-
contained,  comprising a  motor-
driven fan and elements for changing 
the  temperatura and humidity or air: 
(A)  of the  household type  5 
85.15  Radiotelegraphic  and radiotelephonic 
transmission and reception apparatus; 
radio-broadcasting and television 
transmission and reception apparatus 
(including those  incorporating 
gramaphones) and television cameras 1 
radio navigational aid apparatus, 
radar apparatus and radio remote 
control apparatus 
(C)  Other 
( 1 )  Wireless seta  5 
(2) Radio  gramophones  5 
(3)  Television receivers  5 
(4) Other  5 
39 llaltese 
Tariff 
Heading  (BTN) 
40 
85.21 
87.02  (B) 
87.03  (B) 
87.04  (B) 
89.01  (B) 
91.09 
Chapter 93 
94.01  (C) 
94.03  (B) 
Dncriptian of Goods 
Thermionic,  cold  cathode  and photocathode 
valves and  tubes  (including vapour  or gas-
filled valves and tubes,  cathode  ray 
tubes,  television  camera  tubes and mercury 
arc rectifying valves and tubes) 1  photo-
~~l~~h~~Y~;;!t!io!:~  ~.~1:~:! ~~~=:s, 
istors) 1 mounted piezo-electric crystals: 
(B)  Other 
~~;~~!~h~~~~= ~~r  m!~:r;~~sl~~l~~ing 
sports motor vehicles,  other than  those 
of heading No.  87  .09) :- Other 
Special purpose  motor lorries and  vans, 
(such as  breakdown lorries,  fire  engines, 
fire-escapes,  snowploughs,  spraying 
lorries,  crane lorries,  searchlight 
lorries,  mobile workshops and mobile 
radiological units),  but not  including 
the motor vehicles of heading No.  87.02:-
0ther 
Chassis fitted with engines for the motor 
vehicles falling within heading No. 
87.01,  87.02 or 87.03 
Bodies  (including cabs)  for  the motor 
vehicles falling within heading No. 
87.01,  87.02 or 87.03 
Ships,  boats and other vessels not 
falling w1 thin any of the following 
headings of this Chapter  (89) 1- Other 
Pocket-watches,  wrist-watches  and other 
watches,  including stop-watt'hes: 
(A)  Gold,  silver or platinum watches 
(including rolled or plated with such 
metals) 
Watch  cases and parts of watch cases, 
including blanks thereof: 
(A)  Gold,  silver or platinum (including 
rolled or plated with such metals) 
Gramophones,  dictating machines and 
other sound recorders and reproducers, 
including record-players and  tape-decks 
with or w1 thout  sound heads 
Anns  and ammunition;  parts thereof 
Other seats,  including parts 
Other furniture of wood,  and parts 
thereof 
Reduction  of the  General 
Tariff expreSBed 











15 lllaltese  Reduction of the General 
Tariff  Description of Goods  Tariff expressed 
Heading  (BTN)  in number of points 
Chapter 95  Articles and manufactures of 
carving or moulding material  15 
97.04  Equipment  for parlour,  table and 
f'unfair  gi!ID&s  for adults or 
children  (including billiard 
tables and pintables and table-
tennis requisites )I 
(A)  Coin or disc operated machines 
of the  kinds used in cafes, 
Punfair11 1  etc.,  for games  of 
skill or chance  (e.g. pintables 
of varioua types)  and machines 
for various  games  (football, 
revolver practice, etc.)  14 
98.03  Fountain pens,  stylograph pens and 
pencils  (including ball point pens 
and pencils) and other pens, 
penholders,  pencil holders,  and similar 
holdere,  propelling penoila and sliding 
::~!!~: o~;st:!  !~~:;nralling 
within heading No.  98.04 or 98.051 
(A)  llada  wholly of gold,  Bilver or 
platinum or plated with such 
metals  15 
98.14  Scent spra7B  and similar spra7B  of 
a  kind used for toilet purposes, 
and mounts  and heada  therefore  14 
•  for the following headings,  the reduction in the  specific duty shall not in each 
case  exceed  1 
20.02  (B) 
60.03  (A) 
(C) 
60.05  (A) 
61.01  (A) 
61.02 
61.03  (A)  (i) 
(A)  (11) 
(B) 
61.07  (A) 
61.09  (A) 
64.02  (A)  (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
64.03  (A)  (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
64.04  (A)  (1) 
83.13  (A) 
85.04  (B) 
87.02  (B) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
12 sh.  6  d  per 100 kg 
4  d  per pair 
6  d  per pair 
8  d  per piece 
1  eh.  0  d  per piece 
8  d  per piece 
(1):  1  eh.  5  d  per piece 
8  d  per piece 
8  d  per piece 
2  d  per piece 
3  d  per piece 
NIL 
2  sh.  6  d  per pair 
1  2  sh.  6  d  per pair 
I  NIL 
1  2  sh.  6  d  per pair 
2  sh.  6  d  per pair 
NIL 
2  eh.  6  d  per pair 
1  2  sh.  6  d  per pair 
1  3  eh. 
2  d  per gross  (till additional duty  of 6  eh. 
per gross shall remain unchanged) 
per accumulator 
£30  sterling per passenger car, 
and  £18  sterling per other vehicle. 











04.03  (A) 
07.01 
07,02  (A) 
(B) 
15,13  (A) 
16.01 
relatin,; to parajU'8ph  2  of Article 3 
Description of Goods 
::~t  0~g 1  :d5~~~2~f~~~3  o~/~~  .~!f!.:s~~l~~J1:~  t~;n  i;.~~~~g 
~:d  J~!r~o;i:)\.!~  !~i~~;·  o~~:i:·  t:~;~~f re~~:pt  t~~:~. 
fresh,  chilled or frozen 
Poultry liver,  fresh,  chilled,  frozen,  salted or in brine 
Other meat  and edible meat  of:fals,  fresh,  chilled or frosen 
Bacon 
Ham,  dried,  salted or smoked 
Other meat  and edible meat  offals  (except poultry liver), 
sal  ted,  in brine,  dried or smoked 
llilk and cream,  preserved,  concentrated or sweetened: 
(A)  liquid or sem1-solid,  unsweetened 
(B)  liquid or semi-solid,  sweetened 
Butter put up for retail sale 
Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
(A)  Potatoes: 
( 1 )  for consumption 
(B)  Tomatoes: 
(1) released between  1st May  and 31st December,  both 
dates  inclusive 
(C)  Onions 
(D)  Garlic 
(E)  Green peas 
(P)  Green beans 
(G)  Kidney beans 
(H)  Othere 
Peas,  frozen 
Other vegetables,  frozen 
Jllargarine 




19.08  (A} 
(B) 
(C) 
20.02  (A} 
20.07  (C) 




Description of goods 
Other prepared or preserved meat  or meat offal: 
(A)  Corned beef 
(C)  Other 
Beet sugar end  cane  sugar,  solid: 
(A)  Put up for retail sale 
(B)  In bulk: 
(1)  Raw 
(2)  Refined 
Bread,  shipe  •  biscuits end other ordinary bakers' 
wares not  containing sugar,  honey,  eggs,  fats,  cheese 
or fruit 
Biscuits, all kinde,  with the  exception of cream 
crackers 
Cream  crackers 
Pastry,  cakes end other fine bakers'  wares 
Tomato  extract end sauce or tomatoes  otherwise preserved 
Grape  must,  unfermented 
Sweetening agents  (for example,  saccharine,  dulcin),  in 
tablets or other forms  lllaking  them  a  food preparation 
Beer made  from malt: 
(A}  Beer imported in tanks or casks 
(B)  Beer imported in bottles or tins shall pay an additional 
duty per hectoli  tre 
Grape  must  in fermentation,  or with fermentation arrested 
otherwise  then by the addition of alcohol 
Wine  of freeh grapes  l  grape must  with fermentation 
arrested by the addition of alcohol: 
(A)  Imported in casks or tanks: 
(2)  Not  exceeding 24" of alcohol in  100 parts by 
volume  of dutiable liquid at 200  centigrade 
{])  Exceeding 24" of alcohol in  100 parts by 
volume  of dutiable liquid at 200  centigrade 
43 Maltese Tariff 
He ailing 
22.06 





3,.06  (A) 
(B) 
44 
Deacription of Oooda 
Ver~~ouths,  and other wine. of fresh grapes flaYoured 
with aromatic extractst 
(.l)  Imported in casks or tanket 
(2)  Not  exceeilin&:  24" of alcohol  in  100  parta 
by volUIIIe  of dutiable liquid at 20• 
centigrade 
(3)  Exceeding 24" of alcohol  in  100 parts by 
volume  of dutiable liquid at 20°  centicrade 
Other  fe:n~~enteil benrag  .. (for example:  cider, 
perry and mead) 1 
(A)  Imported in caaka or tanks: 
(2)  Not  exceeding 24" of alcohol in  100 parts 
by  voluae  of dutiable liquid at 20• 
centigrade 
(3)  Exceeding 24" of alcohol in  100 parta 
by volume  of dutiable liquid at 20• 
centigrade 
Ethyl alcohol or neutral apiri  ts,  undenatured,  of a 
:i~~&tJ0~~0~i:!lY  n~~fr!!•  s:~~~;  J ~in:r;;r:~r~~i!s (including 
(A)  llethylated apiri  ts 
llanufactured tobacco1  tobacco  extract& and  eaeencest 
(A)  Cigarettes 
(B)  Cigars and ciprilloa 
(C)  Other manufactured tobncco: 
( 1)  Pipe  tobacco,  chewing tobacco and  anuff 
(2)  Other,  includin&: tobacco cut or cut and blended 
but not further manufactured 
Petroleum. and shale oils,  other than  crud&J  preparations 
not elsewhere epecifieil or included,  containin&: not lees 
than seventy per cent  by weight  of petroleua or shale 
oils,  these oils lteing the bailie constituents of the 
preparations: 
<B>  ~~~t.:~:.:i~:n;i:::!tft~ts  t~.!;I~ ~~~:;:·.::or 
Yehicle spirit) 
(C)  Oils with a  tensity of 0.780 to 0 0810 exclusive at 
15.5  tecrees centigrade  (this density includes oil 
for househol4 purposes  - keroaene  - aYiation  turlline 
fuela lllul  white spirit) 
(B)  Oila with a  density of 0.810 to 0.900 excluBin at 
15.5  tecrsu canticrue (this clensit:y inclu4ea 
se-callecl gas an4 41esel ail) 
Petrole\111  gasea ant ether caseoua h:yclrocar'bonat 
(A)  Propme and lNtane 
llatchea in containers of net •ore thllil  20 -tchea 
Katchea in ccmtainers of more  than 20 •atches lfal.  teae Tariff  Description of goods  Heading 
44.15  Plywood,  blockboard,  laminboard,  batten-board and veneered 
panels,  whether or not  containing any material other than 
wood;  inlaid wood  and wood  marquetry 
44.16  Cellular wood  panels,  whether or not faced with base metal 
44.17  "Improved"  wood,  in sheets,  blocks or the like 
44.18  !::::~~  t!~~~ ~~~  :;~fh:~
0~i=~~g!~s~~
0!gg~~~=~ated 
with natural or artificial resina or other organic 
binding substances,  in sheets,  blocks or the like 
48.07  (A)  Printed wrapping paper of a  width not exceeding  102  em. 
64.01  Footwear with outer soles and uppers of rubber or 
artificial plastic material 
64.02  Footwear with outer soles of leather or composition 
leather;  footwear  (other than footwear falling within 
heading No.  64.01)  with outer soles of rubber or 
artificial plastic material: 
(B)  Other 
64.03  (B)  Footwear with outer soles of wood  or cork: - Other 
64.04  (B)  Footwear with outer soles of other material&:- Other 
I 
7).10  Bars and rode  (including wire rod),  of iron or steel, 
hot-rolled,  forged,  extruded,  cold-formed or cold-
finished (including precision-made) 1 hollow mining 
drill steel: 
(A)  Building bars and rods of a  eize of from 
6  111111  to 26  111111  in diameter  (both included): 
( 1)  Round  and  oval,  whether plain or deformed 
and  square-twisted,  of Thomas  commerical 
quality or equivalent or BSS  mild steel or 
equivalent 
(2)  Other 
97.04  Equipment  for parlour,  table and funfair games 
for adults or children  (including billiard 
tables and pin-tables and table-tennis requisi  tee): 
(B)  Playing cards 
98.10  Mechanical lighters and eimilar lighters,  including 
chemical and electrical lighters,  and parts thereof, 
excluding fiints and wicks 
45 PROTOCOL 
Relating to  the  definition of the 
concept  of "originating"  products  and  to methods 
of administrative  co-operation 
CHAPTER  I 
Provisions relating to the  definition 
of the  concept  of "originating"  products 
ARTICLE  1 
For the  purpose  of  implementing the  provisions  of the 
Agreement  establishing an Association between  the  European 
Economic  Community  and  n~lta,  the  following products  shall 
be  considered as: 
1.  products  originating in the  Community,  provided that they 
have  been transported to Malta  directly,  within the 
meaning of Article  5: 
(a)  products wholly obtained in the  Member  States; 
(b)  products  obtained in the  Member  States,  in the 
manufacture  of which  products  other than those 
referred to  in  (a)  above  are used,  provided that the 
said products have  undergone  sufficient working or 
processing within the meaning of Article 3.  This 
condition shall not  apply,  however,  to products 
which,  within the meaning of this Protocol, 
originate  in Malta. 
4? 2.  products  originating in Malta,  provided that they have 
been transported to the  importing Member  State directly, 
within the  meaning of Article  5: 
(a)  products wholly obtained in Malta; 
(b)  products  obtained in Malta,  in the  manufacture  of 
which products  other than those referred to in (a) 
above  are used,  provided that the  said products have 
undergone  sufficient working or processing within 
the  meaning of Article ).  This  condition shall not 
apply,  however,  to products which,  within the 
meaning of this Protocol,  originate  in the  European 
Economic  Community. 
The  products listed in List C shall be  temporarily 
excluded from  the  scope  of this Protocol. 
ARTICLE  2 
The  following shall be  considered as wholly obtained 
either in the  Member  States or in II'Ialta,  within the meaning 
of Article  1,  sub-paragraphs  1(a) and 2(a): 
(a)  Mineral  products  extracted from  the  ground  thereof 
(b)  Vegetable  products harvested therein 
(c)  Live  animals  born and raised therein 
(d)  Products  from  live animals raised therein 
(e)  Products  from  hunting and fishing conducted therein 
48 (f)  Marine  products  taken from  the  sea by their vessels 
(g)  Scrap and waste resulting from  manufacturing operations 
and used  article~ provided that they have  been collected 
therein and are  only fit for  the  recovery of raw 
materials 
(h)  Goods  obtained therein exclusively from  animals  or 
products referred to  in  (a)  to  (g)  or derivatives 
therefrom. 
ARTICLE  3 
For the  purpose  of  implementing the  provisions of 
Article  1,  sub-paragraphs  1(b)  and 2(b),  the  following shall 
be  considered as sufficient working or processing: 
(a)  Working  or processing as a  result of which  the  goods 
obtained receive  a  classification under a  tariff 
heading other than that covering each of the  products 
worked  or processed,  except,  however,  working or 
processing appearing in List A,  where  the  special 
provisions  of that list apply; 
(b)  Working  or processing appearing in List B. 
"Tariff headings"  shall mean  the  headings  in the 
Brussels Nomenclature  for the  Classification of Goods  in 
Customs  Tariffs. 
49 ARTICLE  4 
Vlhere  the Lists A and B referred to  in Article 3  provide 
that the  goods  obtained in a  Member  State  or Malta shall be 
considered as  originating therein only if the  value  of the 
products worked or processed does not  exceed a  given 
percentage  of the  value  of the  goods  obtained,  the  values to 
be  taken into consideration for determining such percentage 
shall be: 
on  the  one  hand, 
as  regards products whose  importation can be  proved:  their 
customs  value  at the  time  of importation;  · 
as regards  products  of undetermined origin:  the earliest 
ascertainable price paid for such products  in the territory 
of the State where manufacture  takes place; 
on  the  other hand, 
the  ex-factory price  of the  goods  obtained,  less internal 
taxes refunded or refundable  on  exportation. 
ARTICLE  5 
The  following shall be  considered as  transported 
directly from  the  exporting Member  State to Malta or from 
Malta to the  importing Member  State: (a)  Goods  transported without  passing through territory other 
than that of Contracting Parties; 
(b)  Goods  transported through territories other than those 
of Contracting Parties,  or transhipped in such 
territories,  if the  passage  in such territories or the 
transhipment is covered by a  single  transport  document 
drawn  up  in a  lllember  State or in Malta. 
Transhipments  carried out  in the  ports of territories 
other than those  of Contracting Parties shall not  be 
considered as  interrupting direct transport if such tranship-
mente  are  caused by "force majeure"  or are  the result of an 
act of God  at sea. 
CHAPTER  II 
Provisions  relatin~ to the  organisation of 
methods  of administrative co-operation 
ARTICLE  6 
"Originating"  products within the meaning of this 
Protocol shall,  in the  importing Member  State or in Malta, 
benefit from  the  provisions of the  Agreement,  upon  submission 
of an A.M.  1 movement  certificate issued by the  customs 
authorities of 1mlta or the  customs authorities of the 
.Member  State. 
51 Any  such products,  however,  which form  part of postal 
consignments  (including parcels},  shall,  provided that the 
consignments  contain only "originating"  products and  that the 
value  does not  exceed one  thousand units of account per 
consignment,  benefit  from  the  provisions of the  Agreement  in 
r.ral ta or in the 1Iember  States,  on  the presentation of 
form  A.r.t.  2. 
ARTICLE  7 
~ovement certificates A.M.  1  shall be  issued only on 
application being made  in writing by the  exporter,  on  the 
form  prescribed for this purpose. 
ARTICLE  8 
The  A.~.  1  movement  certificate shall be  endorsed by 
the  customs authorities of the  exporting State when  the 
goods  to which it relates are exported.  It shall be  made 
available  to the  exporters as soon as actual exportation has 
been effected or ensured. 
In exceptional circumstances,  an A.M.  1 movement 
certificate may  also be  endorsed after the exportation of 
the  goods  to which it refers,  if it was  not submitted at the 
time  of such exportation because  of an error or involuntary 
omission.  In this case,  the  certificate shall bear a  special 
reference  to the  conditions in which it was  endorsed. 
An  A.m.  1  movement  certificate may  be  endorsed only in 
cases where  it can serve as  documentary evidence  for the 
purpose  of implementing the preferential treatment laid down 
in the Agreement. 
52 ~TICLE 9 
Movement  certificates A.M.  must  be  submitted,  within 
four months  from  the  date  of endorsement  by the  customs 
authorities of the  exporting Member  State,  to the 
customs authorities of the  importing Member  State where  the 
goods are  delivered. 
ARTICLE  10 
Movement  certificates A.M.  1 must  be  made  out  on  a  form 
of which a  specimen is annexed to this Protocol.  They shall 
be  drawn up  in one  of the  languages  in which the  Agreement 
is drawn up,  in accordance with the  provisions  of the 
national law  of the  exporting country.  They shall be 
typewritten or hand-written;  in the latter case,  they shall 
be  completed in ink and  in capital letters. 
Each certificate shall measure  21  x  29.7  em.  The 
paper used must  be  white  sized writing paper not containing 
mechanical  pulp and weighing not less than 64  grams  per 
square metre  or between 25  and  30  grams  per square metre if 
airmail paper is used.  It shall have  a  green machine-turned 
background·making any falsification by chemical  or 
mechanical means  apparent  to the  eye. 
On  the  front  of each certificate,  a  diagonal  pattern of 
three  blue  stripes,  each 3  mm.  wide,  shall run from  the 
bottom left hand  corner to the  top right hand corner. 
53 The  Member  States and Malta may  reserve  the  right to 
print the  certificates themselves  or may  have  them  printed 
by  approved printers.  In the latter case,  each  form  must 
carry reference  to such approval.  Each  form  must  bear the 
name  and address of the  printer or a  sign by which  the 
printer can be  identified.  It shall also bear a  serial 
nucber which can be  identified. 
ARTICLE  11 
In the  importing State,  movement  certificates shall 
be  submitted to the  customs authorities,  in accordance 
with the  provisions made  in the  laws  and regulations of 
that State.  The  said authorities may  require a  translation 
of a  certificate.  They  may  also require  the  import 
declaration to be  accompanied by a  statement  from  the 
importer to the  effect that the  goods  meet  the  conditions 
required for the  implementation of the  provisions of the 
Agreement. 
ARTICLE  12 
Form  A.M.  2,  of which a  specimen is annexed to this 
Protocol,  shall be  completed by the  exporter.  It shall 
be  drawn  up  in one  of the  languages  in which the Agreement  is drawn  up  and  in accordance  with the  prov~s~ons 
of the national law of the  exporting country.  It shall be 
typewritten or hand written;  in  the latter case it shall be 
completed in ink and  in capital letters. 
Form  A.M.  2 is composed  of two  parts,  each part being 
21  em.  x  14.8  em.  The  paper used shall  be  white  sized 
writing paper not containing mechanical  pulp  and weighing not 
less than  64  grams  per square metre.  On  the front  of each 
part,  a  diagonal pattern of three blue stripes,  each 3  mm.· 
wide,  shall run  from  the  bottom left hand  corner to the  top 
right hand  corner. 
Form  A.M.  2  may  be  perforated mechanically so that the 
two  parts may  be  separated and  the portion of the  form  to be 
affixed on  the  consignment  can  be  detached.  The  back  of this 
portion may  be  adhesive. 
The  Member  States and Malta may  reserve  the right to 
print the  forms  themselves  or may  have  them printed by 
approved printers.  In the latter case,  each form must 
55 carry a  reference  to  such approval.  Each  form  must  bear the 
name  &~d address  of the printer or a  sign by  which the 
printer can  be  identified.  It shall also bear a  serial 
nu.mber  b:>r  which it can  be  identified. 
ARTICLE  13 
For each postal consignmen\ an A.M.  2  form  shall be 
co~pleted.  After completing and  signing the  two  parts of 
the  form,  the  exporter shall insert his declaration  (Part 1) 
in the  consignment  and  stick the  label from Part  2  of form 
A.I.i.  2  on  the  outer packing of the  consignment. 
These  provisions  do  not  dispense  exporters from 
complying with any formalities required by  customs  or postal 
regulations. 
ARTICLE  14 
Unless  they  suspect  some  irregularity,  the customs 
authorities of  the  importing Member  State or Malta shall 
admit as benefiting from  the provisions of the Agreement  any 
goods  contained in a  consignment  bearing an A.M.  2  label. 
56 For the purpose  of a  survey or in a  case  of doubt  as to 
regularity,  the  customs  authorities  of a  Member  State  or of 
Malta may  ask for a  customs  examination by  the  customs 
authorities of Malta or the Member  State,  forwarding,  for 
this purpose,  Part 1  of the A.M.  2  form  contained in the 
consignment,  and may  suspend,  while waiting for  the  result of 
such  examination,  the application of the provisions  of the 
Agreement·.  In  such cases,  withdrawal  of the  consignment  shall 
nevertheless be  open  to the  importer,  subject to any 
preventive measures  considered necessary. 
ARTICLE  15 
1.  Member  States and Malta shall admit  as  "originating" 
products benefiting from  the provisions of the Agreement, 
without requiring the production  of an A.M.  1  movement 
certificate or the  completion  of an A.M.  2  form,  goods 
sent as  small packages  to private persons  or forming part 
of passengers'  personal luggage,  in so far as such  goods 
are not  imported by  way  of trade  and  have  been  declared as 
meeting the  conditions required for the application 
of these provisions,  and where  there  is no  doubt as to the 
veracity of such declaration. 
2.  Importations which are  occasional and  consist solely 
of goods for the personal use  of the  addressee  or 
passenger or his family,  it being evident  from  the nature 
and quality of the  goods  that no  commercial  purpose is in 
view,  shall not  be  considered as  importations by  way  of 
trade.  Furthermore,  the total value  of these  goods  must 
57 not  exceed  60  units  of account  in the  case  of small 
packages  or  200  units  of account  in  the  case  of the 
contents of passengers'  personal luggage. 
ARTICLE  16 
In order to  ensure  the proper application of  the 
provisions  of this Chapter,  the Member  States and Malta shall 
assist  each  other,  through their respective  customs 
aQ~inistrations,  for the purpose  of checking the authenticity 
and  correctness of A.M.  1  movement  certificates and  of 
exporters'  declarations made  on  A.M.  2  forms. 
The  Council  of Association shall draw  up  any 
reco~~endations necessary for the application of the 
provisions  of this Protocol,  especially the provisions  of this 
Chapter,  so  that the  methods  of administrative co-operation 
may  be applied in due  course  in the Member  States and in Malta. 
CHAPTER  III 
Final Provisions 
ARTICLE  17 
The  li1ember  States and  1\~al ta shall take all the measures 
necessary for the A.M.  1  movement  certificates to be  produced, 
in accordance  with the provisions of Article 11,  as from  the 
date  of entry into force  of the Agreement. 
58 ARTICLE  18 
Malta,  the Member  States and the  Community  shall,  each 
to the  extent to which  they are  concerned,  take  the necessary 
steps to  implement  the provisions of this Protocol. 
ARTICLE  19 
The  explanatory.notes,  Lists A,  B  and  c,  the  specimen 
of the A.M.  1  movement  cerificate and that of the A.M.  2  form 
shall form  an  integral part of this Protocol. 
ARTICLE  20 
Goods  which  conform to  the provisions of Chapter I  and 
which,  on  the  date  of entry into force  of the  Agreement,  are 
either being transported or are  being held in a  Member  State 
or Malta under  temporary warehouse  procedure,  in bonded 
warehouses  or in free  zones,  may  be  allowed to benefit from 
the provisions  of the Agreement,  subject to the  submission  -
within four months  from  that date  - to the  customs authorities 
of the  importing country of an  A.m.  1  movement  certificate, 
drawn  up  retroactively by  the authorities of the  exporting 
State,  and of any  documents  that provide  supporting evidence 
of direct transport. 
59 EXPLANATORY  NOTES 
Note  1  - Article 1 
The  ter::~s  "in the Iilember  States"  or  "in Malta"  shall 
nlso  cover territorial waters  at1d  ships  operating on 
the  high  seas,  including "factory ships"  on  which  the 
fish  caught  is worked  or processed,  provided that 
they satisfy the  conditions laid down  in Explanatory 
Hote  4. 
~ote  2  - Article 1 
In  order to determine  whether  goods  originate in a 
r.~e::~ber  State or in  ~~alta,  it shall not  be  necessary 
to establish whether  the  power  and fuel,  plant and 
equipment  ~~d machine  and  tools used to obtain  such 
goods  origin~te or not  in third states. 
~~ote  3  - Article 1 
Packing shall  be  considered as  forming a  whole  with 
the  goods  contained therein.  This provision, 
however,  shall not apply to packing which is not  of 
the normal  type  for the article packed and which has 
intrinsic value  of a  durable nature apart  from its 
f~tlctio~ as packing. 
::ote  J  - Article  2  (f) 
60 
The  ter.-:1  "their vessels"  shall apply  only to vessels: 
(n)  which are  registered in a  r.Tember  State  or in 
r.~al ta; 
(b)  ;·;hich  sail u."lder  the  flag of a  I.'Iember  State or of 
!:.alta; (c)  which are  owned  to an  extent  of at least 5of.  by 
nationals of Member  States or Malta,  or by  a 
company  or firm with its head office in one  of  ·· 
these States,  of which  the  manager  or managers, 
chairman  of the  board of directors  or of the 
supervisory board,  and  the majority of the 
members  of such boards are nationalsof a  Member 
State or Malta,  and  of which,  in addition,  in the 
case  of partnerships or limited companies,  at 
least half the  capital belongs  to States party· 
to the Agreement,  to public bodies  or to 
nationals of the  said States; 
(d)  of which  the  captain and  officers are all 
nationals of the Member  States or Ivial ta; 
(e)  of which at least 75fc  of the  crew are nationals 
of the Member  States or Malta. 
Note  5  - Article  4 
"Ex  factory  price"  shall mean  the  price  paid to the 
manufacturer in whose  undertaking the  sufficient 
working  or processing is carried out.  Where  such 
working or processing is carried out  successively 
in two  or more  undertakings,  the price  to be  taken 
into account  shall be  that paid to the last 
manufacturer. 
Note  6  - Article 8 
\Vhere  an  A.M.  1  movement  certificate relates to 
goods  originally imported  from  a  Member  State or 
Malta,  and re-exported in the  same  condition,  the 
new  certificates issued by  the re-exporting State 
must  compulsorily show  in which  country the  original 
movement  certificate was  issued. 
61 Note  7  - Article 13 
62 
After completing the A.M.  2  form,  the  exporter shall 
insert the  words  "A.M.  2", followed  by  the  serial 
number  of  the  form used,  either on  the c.  1  green 
label or on  the c.  2  or c.  2 M declaration,  or under 
the heading  "Observations"  of the  CP  3  or CP  3 M 
customs  declarations. L  I  S  T  A 
List  of working or processing operations which result in 
a  change  of tariff heading 
without  conferring the  status of 
"originating" products 
on  the  products undergoing such operations,  or conferring 
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 List of products temporarily 




ex  27.07 
27.09) 
to  ) 
27.16) 
ex  29.01 
ex  34.03 
ex  34.04 
ex  38.14 
ex  38.19 
Description 
Assimilated aromatic oils as defined in Note  2 
to Chapter  27,  of which  more  than  651o  by  volume 
distills at a  temperature  of up  to  250°  C 
(including mixtures  of petroleum spirit and benzol), 
i~tended for use  as power  or heating fuels 
r.:ineral  oils and products  of their distillation; 
bituminous  substances;  mineral  waxes 
Hydrocarbons: 
acyclic 
c~·clanes and  cyclenes,  excluding azulenes  benzene, 
toluene,  xylenes 
intended for use  as  power  or heating fuels 
Lubricating preparations,  containing petroleum oils 
or oils obtained from  bituminous minerals,  but not 
including preparations containing 701o  or more  by 
weight  of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals 
V/axes  with a  basis of paraffin wax,  of petroleum 
waxes,  of waxes  obtained from  bituminous minerals, 
of slack wax  or of scale wax 
Prepared additives for lubricants 
r.lixed  alkylenes E. E. C.· MALTA ASSOCIATION 
Movement (erfiflcafe 
(erfificat  de  (lrculafion  des  Mardlandlses  (erfiflcafo  per  Ia  Orcolazlone  delle  Merd 
Warenverkehrsbesdteiniguna  (erfiflcaat  lnzake  Goederenverkeer 
- ~  PACKAGES' 
·5 ~ Marks and  Number 
"' "  numbers  and  kind 
Total number of padcages (column 3)  ...... 
and total quantities (column 5)  ··-----··· 
Observations: 
DECLARATION BY  TilE EXPORTER 
DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 
I 
I 
··-·····  .. ···-···! 
.... r 
CUSTOMS  ENDORSEMENT 
Export document: 
Form:  .................. ._ ................................................  No .. 
dated  ................ -... . 
Customs  office 
Place and date of signature 
O((ICill 
stamp 
(Offlclal's  signature)  ---
Gross Weight 
(kg)  or 
other measure 
(hi, cu.m., etc.) 




I  _  _. 
157 REQUEST  FOR  CHECK  ON 
THIS  MOVEMENT CERTifiCATE A.l'<ll 
Th?  undersigned  Customs official  requests  a  dteck  on  the 
authenticity and correctness of this certificate. 
Place und date of signature .. 
RESULT  OP CHECK 
A  meek  carried  out  by  the  undersigned  Customs  official 
shows that this mov<'ment certificate A. M. 1: 
I. was issued by the Customs office indicated, and that 
the information contained therein is accurate •1 
2.  does not meet the requirements as to authenticity and 
correctness (see notes appended) 1• 
Place and date of signature ................................................. . 
Offtclol 
stamp 
1  Delete where not applicable. 
(0/ficial"  1 slguature) 
J.  GOODS  IN RESPECT OP WIIICH A  MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.M. I  MAY BE  ENDORSED 
A  mo\  t.~m..:-nt  Cl~thfi.c.tte  ...\.  M. 1  may  be  t'ndors£'d  only  1n  rt-spccl  of 
tho~~ goods  whtcb,  10.  the  exporting  country,  f<tH  w1thin one of the follo--
wmg cct!egoracs: 
Category  I 
Goo  ;:Is  "'hollr  obtatn~d  ~1ther  111  the  Mt'ntbc~ Stales •  or  in  Malta. 
The  folio\\ ·ng  shall  be- Clln!>U!ercd  as  \\holly  '1btalned  either  in  the 
~h'rlber States or  1n  Malta: 
(d)  mineral products t:!Xtracled  from  the ground thereof; 
(b)  \'C'getabie  p1oducts hanested  thC'rem; 
(<::)  hve  ammah; born  and  nu~oed therein; 
(d)  products from  lne an1mals  raised  therem1 
(e)  products  obta.med  by hunting  or fishing  conducted  therelnr 
(fl  marme products  taken  from  the  sea by  their  vessels: 
(gJ  scrap  and  Wdste  resulting  trom  manufacturing  operations  and 
used  artlcles,  provided  that  they  have  bceD  collected  therein 
and  are ht only for  the recovery  of  raw  materlal11 
(b)  goods  obtained  the1E'in  exclusively  from  animals  or  products 
refeucd  to  in  sub·par<Jgraphs  (aJ  to  (g)  above  or  derivathes 
thereof. 
Category 2 
Gvods  cbtamed m  the Member States or in Malta, in the manufacture 
of  whu.b  are  usC"d  only  products  ongtnally  imported  from  Malta  or 
the  MrmbN  States and  whtdl,  on  their  exportation  rrom  suc:b  coun-
try,  met the conditions required for  obtaining a  movement certificate 
A. M  J,  dod  also.  where  appropnate,  products  falling  under  cate-
gory  l  above. 
Category 3 
Goods  obtained  In  the  Member  States or  tn  Malta,  in  the  manufac· 
lure  or  wh1ch  products  other  than  those  f.:!lhng  under  categoucs  I 
or  2  above  are  used,  provJdcd  that  the  sa1d  products  (hcrctn  arter 
rererred  to  as  •other•  producb)  have  undergone workmg or  proces• 
stng operations: 
(a)  whu:h  result  in  the  goods  obtamed  bemg  C'lilSSified  undE-r  a 
ldnff heading •• other  than  the  tanff beadmg covering ea<h  or 
the  •other"  products  used,  unless  the  operahons  carried  out 
appear  in  List  A  annexed  to  the  ProtQcoll  on  the  dehmhon  of 
the  concept  of  •onginating•  products  and  on  meth.,ds  of  ad· 
mi01strat1Ve  co·operatlon  1 
(~)  er  whic::b,  although  appearinr  In  List  A  referred  to  ID  sub. 
paragraph  (a)  above,  meet  tbe spec1al  condlUOQI  laid down.  Ja 
respect of them  in the aald  list A 1 
(c)  or which  do  not  result  In  the  good•  obtaJned  being  classified 
under  •  tariff  beading  other  than  the  tanrr  heading  covering 
eacb of the  •other•  products used,  but appear 1n List B annexed 
to the Protocol on the defl.nition  or the concept of •ongtnahng• 
products  and  on  methods  of  admlnh,traUve  co·operahon. 
D.  SCOPE OF MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE  A.M. I 
The  movrmconl  certificate  A. M.  I  mav  be  used  only  if  the  goods  to 
whtch  1t  Tf'lates  are  transported  dtrcctl r  from  the  exporting  country  to 
the 1mporhng country. 
The  fo1towmg  shall  be  considered  as  transported  directly  from  the 
exportmg country to the Importing country: 
(a)  goods  lr.:!nsported  without  passmg  through  terntory  other  than 
that  of  the  Contractmg  P.uttes; 
(b)  goods  transported  through  territory  other  than  that  of  the  Con-
lracting  Parties  or  transaiUpped  ia  suda  territories,  if the  passage 
through  such  territories  is  covered  ~y a  single  transport  document 
drawn up  in  a  Member  State or 1n  Malta  1 
(c)  goods  wh1<h  are  lrans:.hipped  in  ports  sJtu•ted  in  ternlory  other 
the that  of  the  Contracti•g  Parhe1  where  1udl  transshipment  is 
the result of force  majeure or of events occurnnt  at sea. 
Ill. RULES  FOR !'<lAKING  OUT MOVEMENT CERTIFICATES  A. M.l 
1. The  rno'IOcment  cerhflcate  A.M. 1  m~st be  made  out  in  one  of  the 
langudg~s m  wluch  the  Agrecm('nt  11  drawn  up.  and  m  confo;mtty 
w1th  the provts:ons  of the  nalwnal  l~~;w of the exporting country. 
2.  Entnes  on  the  movement  cerh6cate  A. M. 1  shall  be  typed  or 
h~tndwrltten.  tlli  the  latter case it  shall  be  comp1cted  in  Ink  and  in 
captlal  letters.  It must  contain  neJlher  erasures  nor  words  writtiCn 
o\•cr  one  another. Any  alterations  must be  made by deletmg  the  in· 
correct  particulars and by addtng whatever corrections  may  be  nee· 
ded.  Any  such  alteration  must  be  approved  by the  person  who  baa 
completed  the  cerhfic&te  and  must  be  endorsed  by  tlle  Customs 
autbonhes. 
3.  Ead!.  item  on  the  movement  certificate  A. M. I  must  be  prece-
ded  by  a  seniti  number.  A  horizontal  Une  must  be  drawa  lmme· 
diately  below  the  last  Item.  Any  unused  space  must  be  struck 
through In such  •  manner as to make  any later addihon  lmpossJble. 
...  Co:)ds  must  be  described  In  accordance  with  commercial  pracUce 
and  with  sufficient  detail  to enable  them  to  ~. identified. 
S.  The  exporter  or  carrier  may  include  a  reference  to  the  transport 
document  in  the  part of the  certificate  reserved  for  the  declaratlon 
lty the exporter. The exporter or the carrier is also advised to enter 
the serial number of the certificate A. M. 1 on the transport documeat 
under  whidl  the  goods  are  consigned. 
IV. EFFECT OP MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A.M. I 
goods  dcscnbed  theretn  to  benefit  In  the  tmporhng  country  from  the  sider  It  to  be  necessary,  require  submlss1on  of  any  other  supporting 
When  correctly  used,  the  mo.,·ement  cerh6cate  A. M.  1  enables  the  I  The  Customs  authorities  of  the  importing  country  may,  I(  they  con· 
pro\o'is10ns  of  the Agreement  between  the  EEC  and  Malta.  documentary evidence, ia particular the transport documents under wbidl 
the goods are consigned. 
y, TIME-UMJT FOR SUBMISSION OF MOVEMENT  CERTIFICATE  A.M. I 
wltbia  four  months of the date of Its endorsement. 
•  The Member  States are:  The Kingdom  of Belgium,  the Federal  Republic  of  ~ermany. the  Prendl .Republlc,  th8.?talian  Republic,  the  Grand  Duchy  of 
Luxembourg  and  the  Kingdom  of  the  Netherlarads  in  Europe. 
••  Tariff headings shall mean the tariff headings ln the Brussels Noaaenclatura. 
158 E. E. C.· MALTA ASSOCIATION 
Movement Cerflftcate 
Certlflcat  de Orculatlon des  Manbandises  Cerlllcato per Ia Clrcolazlone  delle Merd 
WareDYertelusbesdtelnlgung  Certilcaat lnzake Goederenverkeer 
DECLARATION BY  11IE EXPORTER 
A.M.1 
A  oooooo 
lbe undersigned ·········-----·---.. --.............. - ............ --............................ --.. ------.... ---·-·--·-·---·-·--.... - ............................................. -.. ·--·-··· 
: (Name u4 ant name,  or  buslness name,  and  fvU  ed.clre11  of  the  e:a:porter) 
.......... - .... ·  .. ---·-·-·------·--·---.. ------ .. ·----..... --............................... __  being the exporter of the goods described below: 
- j  PACKAGES 
-~ 8  Number 
~  ~  ~~~e~~d  and  kind 
Observations: 
DESCRIPTION  OF GOODS 




(hi, cu.m., etc.) 
159 (Declaration  by the exporter continued) 
DECLARES  that these goods were obtained in  .......  and fall under category .................................. • listed in 
Note I  on  th<'  b.1ck  of  tht'  movt'mcnt  certificate A. M. 1 
SPECIFIES  as  folio" s  th,,  circumstances which  have conferred  the status of •originating• products on these goods •: 
St:B:O.IITS  the following supporting documents•: 
........................................................... __________  ................................  .._  ................................................... -..........  _______________ _ 
. -· .............................  ,,  ____ ···-········-······-·-·--·-··· ...................................... ··-·············-·  ......................................  ,, ___  ..  _____________________ _ 
····-········ ··-····---.... -----------·····-····-···  ------· -·- ...... _________________________ ---............................... . 
l::'\DERTAKES to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any additional supporting evidence which  these autho· 
rities  may require for  the purpose of issuing this certificate, and undertakes, if required, to agree to any inspec· 
!ion of his accounts and any dle<k  on the processes  of manufacture  of the above goods,  carried out by the said 
authorities. 
REQt:ESTS  the  1ssue  of  a  movement  certificate  A.  M.  1  for  these goods. 
Place and date of signature . 
(Exporter s  signature) 
'  Slate  the  category  number  dnd  indicate  the  corresponding subparagraph where apprupnate 
'  To  b~ completed If products onglfttdlng 10  a  lhtrd country,  or  p'roducts ol undetermined  ongin,  have  been.  uaC!'d  in  the  manufacture  of  the  goods  In 
qucsl!on 
lndu:ate  the producb used,  then tanff heading,  their origin and,  where appropnate,  the  manufacturing  processes  quallfylag  the  goods  as  originating 
in  the  countrr of m.mufacture  lt~pphcahon of  Ltst  8  or of  the  special  conditions laid down  In  List A),  the goods obtalaed. ud their tariff beading. 
If,  as  a  conchtion  for  conrerring the status of •originating•  product on  the goods  obtained,  the  value  of  lhe  products  used  may  not  exceed  a  certain 
percer.to.11Je  of  the value  of  these goods,  Indicate: 
fa)  for  the produch used· 
- the  \o"dlue  for cu:,toms  purposes.  where  these products originate in  ~htrd countries; 
- the  NfiiC'iol  venh  .... ble  price  paid  for  the  said  producls  in  the  terntory  of  the  State  in  which  manufacture  takes  place,  where  the  products  In 
question are nf undet  ..  rmtned origm  1 
fb)  for  the good  ..  obtctined:  the e'C·Works  price,  l. e.  the price paid  to  the mnnufdcturer  an  whose  undertaking  the  working  or  processmg  has  been 
earned out. Where !.Udl  working or processing bas been carried out in  two  or  more  undPrtaking•.  the  prtce  be  taken  Into  account  1st  that  paid 
to  the last m.-nufacturer. 







CEE- MALTA ASSOCIAnON 
Declaration by the exporter 
Tile udenlgaed, exporter of the goods  described here  and  contained in this 
postal consignment: 
- declares that they are in .................. _  ..................................................................... . 
{exporting  country) 
and meet the requirements set out on the back of part 2 of this declaration, 





LABEL  A.M.2 
Authorities In the exporting ceuntry responsible 
for dledts 8ll declaratloas by exporten ......  . 
161 REQt;EST FOR  CHECK 
Tlw  untlt'rsi9ned  Customs  ofhc1al  requests  d  died<  on  the 
'''P"rtcr's  declarallon  appNring on  the  front  of  this  ftHm 
·\  ~I :! •. 
RESULT  OF  CHECK 
A  diet~ earned out by  the undersigned o!ficidl shows that: 
{I)  the  details qiven  on  this  labt>l  are accurdte 1; 
(2)  th1s  label  A.  M. 2  does  not meet  the requirements as 
to  corrertness  (see notes appended) 1• 
Place ,md date of signature 
OffiCI41 
.. tamp 
1  Delete where not app1icable. 
(Official's slgnatwe) 
•  Cl':\'("-!0  t•.l  fl~onh  \  \I  .!  .trt..,  to  be  c..trrJt>d  out  .1t  random  .1nd  dbo •ht•nt'\N  the  Custom"i  •il.!lhoutae!<o  of  the  1mporhng  country  h.t\·e  U!d:.ono~ble  doubt  as  11 
t~.t.'  ~ru<'  or•gm  of  t!"lE"  CJI)Od'i  ln  quesHon  or  of  crrlatn  parts  thereof 
T~t'  Ct.~l,..,m ....  ~u!!wnt.t•:. of  the  tmporttnq  countrY  ,.n(!  to  return  to  the  .1Uthotlht!!o  tt'!!opon!!otble  for  dlcdung  1n  the  exportmg  contry  the  rrom  A. M. 2  cont.une 
1n  t~c  c~..~n:,t~p.rr.t·rt.  fll\!ng  tht•  fotmtll  or :.ub!ol&lntn·l"  n•a::.ons  for  dn  mqUiry.  \\"hN""ver  po:asible  lhey  att.u:h  to  th11  form  lhe  .nvotce  wh1ch  has  been  pn 
:~~t•J•h•d  to  tlw.n  or  it  C\'P}  thC'tl.'or.  dnd  for\\ urd  any  mformdhon  wh1ch  11  he~!>  b""en  posMble  to  obt.un  .:md  wtuch  !l.uggcls  thdt  the  parhculan  g•ven  o 
t!"!c  form .\  \.f  :!  .1re  1nacc\HiJ~e 
U  :ht'  Cn:!>:om:o  .1ul~011t l'"  of  V·.e  importing  countrr  d~c1de to  !>U:~~pend  t-..:ccuh on  of  the  provis10n:.  or  the  Agreement  while  aWdlltng  the  '"'ults of  Ute  dte-. 
thl•\  .,~tut  o!!  ..  •r  to  rck.ht'  tht."  'J•)uds  to  the  !mportcr  subJ~Ct to  any conservat.ny mell!surcs  dt>l."mcd  necessary 
162 NOTE 
- This label (to  the right)  is  to be detadled and stuck  to  the 
outer packing of the postal packet or parcel. 
- The exporter must sign the label. He may also stamp it. 
(PART  21 
163 <iOODS  IN  RESPECT OF WHICH  A  MOVEMENT  CERTIFICATE  A. M.l 
MAY BE  El\'DORSED OR A  FORM A.M. 2  MAY  BE  !\.fADE  OUT 
A  m,..,vrmt~nt  n•rhhct-te  A  ~\  l  ma)·  be  t'ndon.N  or  a  form  A  M  2  ma; 
be!'  Dt.lde  ou.l •  onl r  an  Jf'\.pecl of  those qoods wludl,  ln the e'tporhng country, 
·.,!!  w•thm one of  tht•  tollo-.ang  CAtrgouf's· 
Category 1 
Good$  wholl~  ob\du~o.u enner  •  ~  ~:  ....  !•tf'mber States ••  or  1n  Malta 
Th• foHowmg  sbo.ll  be COh!loldert"d  •• wholly  obtaaned eathf'r  in tbe  Member 
S•''""  Of  ID M•ll•: 
t••  uunll"n.l  pn'lducts  P:r.lractecl  from  tbe  grPund  tber("oh 
(bl  VC'gettlble  products  hou•.-etotrd  tht:'rem. 
(C)  ln e  e.n•••l:i  born •nd.  rao~ed tberean; 
td)  products  from hve anamals  ra1sed  thea·u., 
(e)  products ('lbt.:amed  by hu.ntmg  or ftsbtag  conducted  therem; 
l0 l'lldUhe  products lakeD.  froDI  the 1ea  by their YHiels; 
tg)  "'rap and  WolStl•  h!sulhag  from  maa.ufactunng  operauons  and  used  ar-
tJcle-s,  pro\'tde-d  thtll  tbey  bave  been collected tbereia and  are  fit  only 
lor  tbe  r~Pcover,.- uf  taw  m•tenals. 
lh)  goods  obta1a•d  the-reiD  f'XC'h.I.IIY•Iy  from  au.uaals  or  products  ref.rred 
to  ID  subparagrap'ls  l•~ to (g)  above or derivahves  t.hereof. 
Category 2 
Goods  obtained  tn  the  Member  States  or  1n  Malta,  in  the  manufacture  o! 
I  whadt are used only  products ongmally  imported  from  Malta  or tbe Member 
States and  wbac:h,  oa their  e'lportatioa from  sud1  country,  met  the condltaons 
required  for  ohtam1ng  a  movement  c•rhficate  A  M.  t  and  also,  where  ap-
propnate,  products  fillhng  under  utegory  I  above. 
Category 3 
Goods  obtautK  10  the  Mf"IDMr  States or  In  Malta,  in  the  manufacture  uf 
whu;tl  products  other  tban  lbeod  fa1Ung  under  categories  I  or  2  above  are 
used,  providM  tbat  the  said  products  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  •other• 
prod•·cts)  bave  undergone  work!og or  processutg  operahons: 
(al  wh1dt  result  1n  the  goods  obtilined  being  classafied  under  a  tariff 
headtng ••• other thaa. the tariff head1ng covenng eada of the •other• pro-
~~~c~r:~~~~u~I:S:b':ed:g;;l~~:n~f  c:;·~::~p~p:;•!o~~g~!~'tl~ga_n~~~::c~: 
aad  on.  method•  of  adaailustrabve  co.operatloa1 
(bl  or  which,  although  appearing  Ia  List  A  referred  to  1a  1ub-paragraph 
(a)  abo•e.  meet  tbe  special  conditions  hnd  down  ia  respect  of  them 
in  the said  list Al 
(c)  or  whicb  do  not  result  Ia  the  goods obtained  beia.g clusified  UDder  a 
tariff heading other than the tanU heading covering Ndl of the •other• pro-
ducts  used,  but appe.u  Ia  Li1t  8  annexed to the  Protocol oa the deft· 
aUioa  of the  con~ept of  •orlglnatiog•  products  aDd  011  :methods  of ad-
miDistrative co-operation. 
•  A  form  A. M. 2  may  only  be made out  af  the value of  lbe goods in  queshon.  does  not exceed  1000  units  of  account  for  each consignment. 
•• The  Memb•r Slates  art':  Tbe  Kingdom  of  Belg•um,  the federal  Republic  of Germany,  the Fren.dl  Republic,  the  ltaUen Republic,  tbe Graad  Duchy of Luxem-
bourg  aad the  Kingdom  of  the  Nether1•nds ia Europe. 
••• TanU beHtaQs aball mean the t•riff heedtn.g  in the  Bl'\hsels Nomea.clature. 
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The  Plenipotentiaries of 
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the  Governmer.t  of  r.~al ta, 
of the  one  part,  and 
of the  Council  of the  European  Communities, 
of the  other part, 
assembled atValletta on this fifth day  of  December  in the 
year  one  thousand nine  hundred  and  seventy 
for  the  pur~ose of signing the  Agreement  establishing an 
Association  between .ilial ta and  the  European  Economic 
Co:n:r,u."'li t~;, 
have,  at the  time  of  signing this Agreement, 
- adopted  the  following Joint Declarations by  the 
Contracting Parties  : 
1. Joint Declaration by  the  Contractin~ Parties 
concerning co-operation and  contacts between  the 
European Parliament  and the  :f.~altese Parliament, 
2.  Joint  Declaration by the Contracting Parties 
concerning amendments  to the Customs  Tariffs and  to 
the  import regulations, 
3.  Joint Declaration by  the  Contracting Parties 
concerning Article  2  of the Agreement, 
4.  Joint Declaration by the Contracting Parties 
concerning Article  2  of Annex  I, - and have  taken note  of the  following Declarations 
by  the Maltese  Delegation  : 
1. Declaration by the Maltese  Delegation concerning 
Article  3  of Annex  II 
2.  Declaration by  the Maltese  Delegation concerning 
Article  6  of Annex  II 
The  aforementioned Declarations are  annexed to this 
Final Act. 
The  Plenipotentiaries have  agreed that these 
Declarations shall,  in so far as necessary,  be  subject, 
under the  same  conditions as  the  Agreement,  to the 
procedures required to ensure  their validity. 
167 IN  WITNESS  WHEREOF,  the  undersigned Plenipotentiaries 
have affixed their signatures below  the Final Act. 
ZU  URKUND  DESSEN  haben die unterzeichneten Bevollmachtigten 
ihre Unterschriften unter diese Schlussakte gesetzt. 
EN  FOI  DE  QUOI,  les plenipotentiaires soussignes ont  appos~ 
leurs signatures au bas  du  present Acte final. 
IN  FEDE  DI  CHE,  i  plenipotenziari sottoscritti hanno  apposto 
le loro firme in calce al presente Atto finale. 
TEN  BLIJKE  WAARVAN  de  ondergetekende gevolmachtigden hun 
handtekening onder deze Slotakte hebben gesteld. 
Done  at  Vall~tta on  this fifth day of  Decembe~.in the year one 
thousand nine hundred  and  seventy. 
Geschehen  zu Valletta am  fUnften Dezember  neunzehnhundertsiebzig. 
Fait a La  Valette,  le cinq decembre  mil neuf cent  soixante-dix. 
Fatto a  La  Valletta, il cinque  dicembre millenovecentosettanta. 
Gedaan te Valletta,  de vijfde december  n~gentienhonderdzevent~g. Por the  Government  of Malta, 
Im  Namen  der Regierung  Maltas, 
Pour le Gouvernement  de  Malte, 
Per il Governo  di Malta, 
Voor  de  Regering van Malta, 
Giorgio  BORG  OLIVIER 
Por the  Council  of the  European  Communities, 
Im  Namen  des  Rates der Europgischen  Gemeinschaften, 
Pour le Conseil des  Communautes  Europeennes, 
Per il Consiglio delle Comunita  Europee, 
Voor  de  Raad  der Europese  Gemeenschappen, 
Sigismund von  BRAUN 
Franco Maria MALFATTI 
ProTided that the  C~ity  shall be  finally bound  only after the  other Contracting Party  has  been 
notified that the procedures  required by  the Treaty  establishing the  European Economic  CoiiiiiiWli ty  1 
IUid 1  iD particul.ar1  con8Ul.tation of the European Parli11111ent 1  have  been completed. 
•u dea Vorbehalt 1  daee  fUr die Europlieche Wirtechaftegemeinechaft erst dann endglll.tig eine 
Verpfiichtung besteht1  wenn  sie der anderen Vertragspartei notifiziert hat,  dass die durch den 
Vertrag  Z1ll'  Grllnd.ung  dar Europliechen Wirtschaftegemeinschaft vorgeechriebenen Verfahren, 
DBUnUicl:l die  .Anh8rung  des Europliechen Parluente,  stattgefunden haben. 
Soua  rl!eern que la Co.nmautl! Econoaique  Europl!snne  ne  sera dllfinitivement  engagee  qu'aprl!s 
notification~ l'autre Partie contractante de l'accoapliesement des  procllldures  requiees 
par le TraiU inetituant la Co.mnauttl Economique  Europtlenne et  not11111111ent  la consultation 
de 1'  usembll!e. 
COD  rieerTa che la Co.unita Economica  Europea ear& definitivuente vincolata soltanto 
dopo la notifica al.l'al.tra Parte contraente dell'espletBIIento delle procedure richiests 
dal 'frattato che istituisce la Comunita  Economic&  Europea e,  in particolare,  dell  'avvenuta 
con8Ul.tuione del Parluento Europeo. 
Onder voorbehoud dat  de  Europese Economische  Gemeenechsp  eerst definitief gebonden zal 
ziJn na keDDiegeving  &1111.  de  andere OnreenkOIIlBtsluitende Partij van de  vervulling der 
door hat  Verdrag tot oprichting van de  Europeee  Economische  Gemeenschsp vereiste 
procedures, aet neae van de raadpleging van het  Europese Parlement. 
169 Joint Declaration by  the Contracting Parties 
concerning co-operation  a~d contacts between 
the  European  Parliament and  the Maltese Parliament 
The  Contracting Parties agree  to  take all appropriate 
neasures  in order to facilitate  co-operation and  contacts 
betvteen  the  European  Parliament  and  the Maltese Parliament. 
170 Joint Declaration by  the Contracting Parties 
concerning amendments 
to the  Customs  Tariffs and to the  import regulations 
The  Contracting Parties agree  to notify each other with 
the least possible  delay of any amendments  made  to their 
respective  customs  tariffs,  or to the  regulations  governing 
their import  trade. 
171 Joint Declaration by  the  Contracting Parties 
concerning Article  2  of the  Agreement 
1.  Ualta envisages  the  :progressive  establishment, 
during the  course  of the  second stage,  of a  customs union 
with the  Community.  To  this end,  the  products mentioned 
in List A to Annex  II of the Agreement  shall,  as  from  the 
co~encement of the  second stage,  be  subject to an initial 
reduction vis-a-vis the  Community  of at least  35%  of 
customs  duties and taxes having an equivalent effect. 
2.  The  Community  envisages  granting Malta,  from  the 
co~~encement of  the  second stage,  exemption from  customs 
duties and taxes having equivalent effect in respect of 
products referred to in Article  1  of Annex  I  of the 
Agreement. 
3.  The  procedures  for  the  introduction by r.ialta of the 
172 
common  customs tariff,  the  elimination of the  customs 
duties  and quantitative restrictions applied vis-a-vis 
the  Community,  complementary provisions for the  proper 
implementation of the  customs union,  and the  special 
arrangements  for the  importation into the  Community  of 
agricultural products,  which latter arrangement shall 
take  due  account  of the  common  agricultural policy of the 
Community,  shall be  determined during the  course  of 
negotiations for transition to the  second stage. Joint declaration by  the Contracting Parties 
concerning Article 2  of Annex  I 
!he Cantracttng Parties,  taking into consideration" the 
undertaking by Kalta to apply the  common  customs tariff 
during the  second stage of the Agreement,  agree  that,  for 
the  p~oae of the  implementation of the Protocol on  the 
definition of "originating" products and  on  methods  of 
a4ainistrative co-operation,  the  special proTisions 
mentioned in List A to that Protocol shall not be  applicable, 
durin~ the first stage,  to imports,  made  under the  con-
ditions laid down  in Article 2  of Annex  I,  of products 
falling under tariff heading  56.0~  (man-made  fibres dis-
continuous or waste -,  carded,  combed  or otherwise prepared 
for spinning)  and  61.01  (aens'  and boys'  outer garments). Declaration by  the Maltese Delegation 
concerning Article 3  of Annex  II 
The  Government  of Malta declares that it is prepared 
to make,  before  the  end  of the first stage of the Agreement, 
the necessary amendments  to its customs tariff in order to 
distinguish customs  duties from  taxes pertaining to the 
internal fiscal system within the  meaning of Article 4  of 
the Agreement. 
1?4 Declaration by the Maltese Delegation 
concerning Article  6  of Annex  II 
The  Government  of Malta declares that it is prepared 
to take  the necessary steps to procure  that,  during the 
first stage  of the Agreement,  imports which are still 
subject to quantitative restrictions shall be  freed  from 
such restrictions as early as possible and to the  extent 
compatible with the proper development  of the Maltese 
economy. 
It also declares that it is prepared to ensure  that, 
when  products still subject to quantitative restrictions 
are imported,  normal  conditions of competition,  are 
respected. 
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